Only 5 Weeks 'til Convention -

SACRAMENTO CROWNED "MISS NAT'L JACL-'56"

PALO ALTO. - A tall, stately Miss from Sacramento, Sharon Nishimi, was accorded queenly honors at Miss National JACL of 1956 last Sunday over five other aspirants. The 39-year-old beauty, in one of her first duties, will preside at JACL district council pre-convention rallies this Sunday at Redondo Beach and Saturday next at Fresno. The judgment will be carried on the California contingent at the pool earlier in the day. Four of them appeared in bathing suits, including Miss Nishimi. The others were Miss Harada, Miss Arimoto and Miss Shibahara. At the ceremony, Miss Nishimi wore a white tule nylon floor-length. Both of them were among the large Sacramento contingent attending the day's activities to give them their support. Nishimi is a building general contractor. Miss Nishimi was the ball of the six candidates, bring 5 ft. 6 in. and the weight 141 lbs. She is a part-time worker at the California motor vehicle department. The girls participated in an outdoor parade at the pool earlier in the day. Four of them appeared in bathing suits, including Miss Nishimi. The others were Miss Harada, Miss Arimoto and Miss Shibahara. At the ceremony, Miss Nishimi wore a white tule nylon floor. Continued on Page 4

NEWLY QUALIFIED INTERNEE CLAIMS TO BE PROCESSED RIGHT AWAY (Gov't)

WASHINGTON - Claims which were made compensable by the recently enacted Lane-Hillings Act to expedite the final determination of remaining evacuation claims will be processed and approved, with compromise offers made where applicable. The remainder of claims considered under the new statute, the history of Justice in War Claims, was transferred to the Washington Office of the President. Several of the war claims are the result of coast internment, omissions and other legal entities. Persons concerned and those who were peremptorily received in Washington were expected in the January 3, 1956, deadline for filing.

Since most of these newly compensable claims were set aside or dismissed, it should not be too difficult. The problem is to process them quickly and to offer compromise settlements on all those whose claims will be under $500 officials in charge of the president's office. It is particularly true in the case of the claims of internees are considered, since in most cases those who were affected by evacuation have received their half of the claims under the respective property laws of the respective states. In these cases, where the wives have already received their half, the claims are already evaluated and the effort to process these claims should not be difficult. Before, if now, the claims are a financial obligation and should be determined, that is, the Nisei, Washington, and COALEC representative, pointed out.

Max Rabb to be guest speaker at Convention banquet

WASHINGTON. — Maxwell M. Rabb, Secretary to the Cabinet of the United States and adviser to the President on minority problems, has accepted the invitation to be guest speaker at the banquet of the 14th biennial national convention of the Japanese American Citizens League, the women's council informed the Washington JACL Office last week.

The banquet, to be held in the Golden Room of the Sheraton-Palace Hotel in San Francisco, Sept. 3, is the traditional climax to biennial JACL conventions.

"Because Mr. Rabb has been the President's adviser on civil rights and immigration matters, as well as Secretary to the Cabinet, we are pleased that he will be able to speak to us at our forthcoming banquet, " said Max Rabb, Washington JACL representative, declared on hearing the news. He added that during the past four years Rabb has been most helpful to JACL in matters relating to Americans of Japanese ancestry, including the recently enacted amendment to the Evacuation Claims Act to expedite the final determination of the remaining claims.

Max Rabb, who was born in Boston, Mass., Sept. 3, 1910, received his B.A. degree from Harvard in 1932 and his LL.B. from Harvard Law School in 1935. A member of the Nisei, he has been a member of the Massachusetts and Federal Bar since 1935.

He served as secretary to Sen. Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr., now United States Representative to the United Nations and representative in the Security Council, for six years, commencing in 1942. He
FROM THE FRYING PAN: by Bill Hosokawa

Nisei-110 Americans

Denver

• When War II came to its weary end, Harry Tanaka, a young Japanese naval officer stationed in China, had heard of the devastation of Hiroshima, and he feared that his family home had been destroyed and all its members wiped out. But when he got home he found everyone had escaped and was doing well. It made his return to a defeated homeland a little less desolate.

TOURING AMERICA'S BYWAYS

• All this is a way of introducing Agawa, who, with his charming little (94 lbs.) wife, Miyo, is spending the better part of a year touring the United States, qualified for a license, bought a car. He and his wife are making their way east like any young American college. Now he faced the problem of finding a profession and turning to a defeated America and Americans.

• Our esteemed colleagues in Chicago are planning for the national wing-ding, but if...

Why should there be losers in a Queen contest? The four in this contest are the gentlest and tenderfelt in the world, each in her own way. They...
Equality in housing

Denver

...Harassed by prejudice most of their lives and denied the inviolable right of first-class citizenship. Already, as a result of the incorporation of Denver, many more Japanese family units are being segregated from白人 communities. Although the Nisei still remain in the twilight zone of acceptance in housing. Denver, in the last few years, has taken major steps toward the establishment of a redlining system which made racially restrictive covenants ineffective.

The housing problem is one which the Japanese American shares with members of other races and religious minorities in the United States. There are specific factors which contribute to the problem. Among these factors are: the number of Japanese ancestry in Denver, the number of Japanese ancestry who desire to live in Denver, the general sentiment of Denver that Japanese Americans do not wish to live in Denver, and the influence of the law, American of Japanese ancestry are denied access to a substantial amount of new and used housing. Denial of bias, discrimination is most severe against Negroes and people of Mexican ancestry. Despite these general conditions for the group have increased notably since the incorporation of the city. Although conditions for the group have increased notably since the incorporation of the city. Although conditions for the group have increased notably since the incorporation of the city.

A powerful coalition of Republican and the Northern Democrats defeated the bill to final passage after a "baby filibuster" was staged by the chamberman during the debate. A third vote was taken.

The importance of eliminating discrimination in housing was stated by Michael L. Foden, then regional director of the American Civil Liberties Union, upon the commission of the Denver Times. He pointed out that Denver Times was the city's leading newspaper, and that the chamberman during the debate.

The postwar trend in housing has been the development of suburban communities in Denver. These communities are generally considered to be desirable places to live, and the Chamber of Commerce has been promoting them as a way to attract new residents to the city. However, there have been instances of denial of homes to Nisei in the Denver area.

The analysis that discrimination is general against the Nisei is assumed to be true. It is difficult to say how many Nisei have been denied homes in Denver, but the discrimination is most severe against Negroes and people of Mexican ancestry. Despite these general conditions for the group, the Chamber of Commerce has been promoting them as a way to attract new residents to the city. However, there have been instances of denial of homes to Nisei in the Denver area.

There is a survey now under way which may discover the extent of housing discrimination against the Nisei in Denver. However, it is difficult to say how many Nisei have been denied homes in Denver, but the discrimination is most severe against Negroes and people of Mexican ancestry. Despite these general conditions for the group, the Chamber of Commerce has been promoting them as a way to attract new residents to the city. However, there have been instances of denial of homes to Nisei in the Denver area.
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The analysis that discrimination is general against the Nisei is assumed to be true. It is difficult to say how many Nisei have been denied homes in Denver, but the discrimination is most severe against Negroes and people of Mexican ancestry. Despite these general conditions for the group, the Chamber of Commerce has been promoting them as a way to attract new residents to the city. However, there have been instances of denial of homes to Nisei in the Denver area.
Mike Masooks mother-in-law dies suddenly

SAN JOSE - Funeral services for Mrs. Lois Moran Young, 51, will be held at 11 a.m. Wednesday at the San Jose Morning Star Church. A native of Los Angeles, Mrs. Young was the wife of Ralph Young, an executive with Pacific Telephone.

Just before the Banquet, with several hundred people hanging the Convention in a stimulating and entertaining mood, for the nationally known Lilly Ann Corp., Lois shed the cloak of Convention Chairman and reporter.

and Mrs. Nishimi, of Sacramento. come a plain San Francisco JACLer, and pass out one large coly one could be crowed. However, like true queens, Bar- dates advanced into the spotlight to the tunes of "A Lovely Girl in a Melody"-Barbara Arimoto, Miss Sequoia JACL; Carol Narahara, Miss Alameda JACL; Susan Shiba, Miss Stock- barton JACL.

Girl Is like a Melody"-Barbara Arimoto, Miss Sequoia JACL; Sharon, physical attributes take second fiddle to none, "Changing Perspectives" has got itself a true Queen. Our official congratula-

tions-Sharon. Members of the Japanese American Congress, dedicated to duty, the many dele-

gates put in a strenuous afternoon discussing, and making, pertaining to the future of the JACL. This devotion to business was demonstrated under the combined influence of an acutely warm day, and the seductive at-

traction of a sparkling swimming pool nearby.

is the final day of a long hot day in the San Francisco chapter's fishing derby. The $3 fee will be used for the large st bass, largest lantern, or any other fish that will appeal to the judges. In the events of "characters", headed by leading lady, June "Gina" Uyeda, a $20 package deal, entitling them to attend all events on the coming weekend, was sold. Other judges included Hisao Inouye, San Francisco busi-

ness, and another judge presented the check for 500 from the national convention committee.

Miss Nishimi after making known the cape and placed the tiara on Miss Nishimi. Lois Moran Young, TV actress and lampooning the members, demonstrating a remarkable sense of "perspective", and dedication to duty, the many dele-

gates put in a strenuous afternoon discussing, and making, pertaining to the future of the JACL. This devotion to business was demonstrated under the combined influence of an acutely warm day, and the seductive at-

traction of a sparkling swimming pool nearby.

Two other controversies of this marmoth production were a fish fry within a fish fry, and a Saigon Tri-Villers JACL and a Convention Fashion Show preview. The letter was nor-mally very professionally by Kathy Reyes, a school-

Ino.

in Yonsei, San Francisco businesswoman, and Mayer Wiig of Redwood City. Mrs. Uyeda of San Francisco headed the contest committee.

Detroit fishing derby picnic at Pontic Lake

DETHLEF- The fifth annual Detroit JACL fishing derby picnic will be held Sunday, July 28 at Pontic Lake, it was announced by chairman John Miyagawa.

St. Louis JACL, Div. 141, in a $50 package deal, which will also be held. The picnics will be open to all members of the JACL.

Saito

SAITO REALTY

Just after 1:00 p.m., the fishing derby picnic will be held Sunday, July 28 at Pontic Lake, it was announced by chairman John Miyagawa.

registration for the derby commen-

tinations at midnight July 30 at Walt's Boat Livery. There is $2 fee for each fish, and $5 fee for each fish under 12 are free. Three prizes are being offered for the largest fish or group of fish, largest eel and largest pan fish. After the fishing derby, which ends at 1 p.m., a picnic follows at the state park adjacent to the host livery.

Luso's expanded schedule gives you new convenience planning your next trip to the Orient. Enjoy the happy blend of traditional Japanese hospitality with modern DC-6 luxury. Fly with million mile club member JAL on JAL's new tourist accommodations. "Pay later" if you wish.

When Visiting Los Angeles

Visit these Los Angeles area hotels:

Hershey Arms Hotel
301 Washington Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

1201 Wilshire Blvd.
Phone Dukirk 1-5211

In conjunction with Imperial Grandfather

4-PACIFIC CITIZEN Friday, July 27, 1956

perspectively yours,

by Jerry Enomoto

• Keep your eyes on that calendar, because the last days are now right around the corner. It's just about time to start thinking about "Changing Perspectives", not in general, but in specific terms.

• If I fixed up with that terrific Package Deal bargain? Have I seen a lot of promotions for a room at the Sheraton-Hilton at those reduced rates? Can't forget to go and buy the Japanese American Congress, not to mention the Orlando "catch" for a room at the Fishing Derby, and the Gulf & Bridge tie-ins, And the 100 Club fishing derby, and the LSAC, and the 1572 will be open for $5, and pick up a ticket from our 100 Club Chairman.

• We hope that such words reflect the thinking and senti-
mement of the various speakers, and that we have come into the home stretch of our Convention drive.

GALA PREMIER

• A most fitting and impressive prelude to "Changing Perspectives" unfurled before our eyes at the big NCWNC DC convention. Gala Premier recently hosted by the active Sequoia Chap-

ter, the setting was the renowned Ritzycy Studio Club in Palo Alto, and the enthusiastic response from our 25 Northern California chapters was most gratifying to your Convention Board.

• The business sessions were effectively directed by our capable chairman Yasu Akio with Secretary Sumi Honnami lovely擁ing the members, demonstrating a remarkable sense of "perspective", and dedication to duty, the many dele-

gates put in a strenuous afternoon discussing, and making, pertaining to the future of the JACL. This devotion to business was demonstrated under the combined influence of an acutely warm day, and the seductive at-

traction of a sparkling swimming pool nearby.

ACADEMY AWARDS CEREMONY

• In lieu of the traditional luncheon meetings and at the kind invitation of Presy Pete Nakahara and the Sequoia Chapter, this gala premiere was an entertainment with a spirit of artistry, and a spirit of entertaining, in vivid fashion, the highlights of the 14th Biennial Awards.

Real "Oscar" costume enacting was turned in by a cast of characters built and lovingly hand-sewn "Gone Ueda" and naive leading man Kenji "Marlon" Fujii. They were marvellous. Supporting this dynamic duo, were Alice Shigezawa from the Sequoia Chapter, Kay Kinomi from Idaho, Bill Matsunoto alias "Ike" from Idaho, Bill Matsunoto alias "Giveaway Tada" from Alameda, Carol Nakagawa, "Bunny Watanabe" from Chicago, Yaso Akio, Vi Nakao (Miss Mixer), Masui Fujii and Phyllis Kikuno, and Steve Akio.

Two other controversies of this marmoth production were a fish fry within a fish fry, and a Saigon Tri-Villers JACL and a Convention Fashion Show preview. The letter was nor-mally very professionally by Kathy Reyes, a school-

Ino.

in Yonsei, San Francisco businesswoman, and Mayer Wiig of Redwood City. Mrs. Uyeda of San Francisco headed the contest committee.

Detroit fishing derby picnic at Pontic Lake

DETHLEF- The fifth annual Detroit JACL fishing derby picnic will be held Sunday, July 28 at Pontic Lake, it was announced by chairman John Miyagawa.

St. Louis JACL, Div. 141, in a $50 package deal, which will also be held. The picnics will be open to all members of the JACL.

Saito

SAITO REALTY

Just after 1:00 p.m., the fishing derby picnic will be held Sunday, July 28 at Pontic Lake, it was announced by chairman John Miyagawa.

registration for the derby commen-

tinations at midnight July 30 at Walt's Boat Livery. There is $2 fee for each fish, and $5 fee for each fish under 12 are free. Three prizes are being offered for the largest fish or group of fish, largest eel and largest pan fish. After the fishing derby, which ends at 1 p.m., a picnic follows at the state park adjacent to the host livery.

A Good Place to Eat Yoon's

320 East First Street
We TAKE PHONE ORDERS CALL 612-95

L.A. CHICK SEXING SCHOOL

HOME OFFICE: 203 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LANSIGLE, PENNA.

RIJJE NJAL NIGHTS TO JAPAN EVERY WEEK

on the route of PERSONAL SERVICE

JAL's expanded schedule gives you new convenience planning your next trip to the Orient. Enjoy the happy blend of traditional Japanese hospitality with modern DC-6 luxury. Fly with million mile club member JAL on JAL's new tourist accommodations. "Pay later" if you wish.

U.S. to Japan

OKINAWA Hong Kong and soon to Bangkok

JAPAN AIR LINES

See your travel agent or JAL offices in

San Francisco • Los Angeles • Honolulu
Seattle • New York • Chicago • Washington, D.C.
Here are three 1000ers who should've been known better as Bonzai Smokey Sakurada flashes the smiles which clipped the ties of NBC Chairman Abe Hagiwara (left), Clark Ota and Dr. Bill Hiura, who are all holding note evidence of a once-classy era.

Unveiling and Presentation of Miss National 1000 Club (Mas Nakagawa)

Chicago JACL 1000ers save memories of "Roaring Twenties" at Funzapoppin; whoopin' etiquette for Convention whining-ding

By SHIG WAKAMATSU

(Memo of a Gal Friday) Dear Boss: Now that all the ROARING '20s of the Chicago Chapter 1000 Club's "Funzapoppin" is over, it might be interesting to note what a lot of 'em went behind the scenes of this hilarious 1000 Club affair, an ad-libbed exercise in operation and the enthusiastic response of our local Thousanders, both in participation and in attendance, was a touching experience, indeed.

There's Helen Hunt who was approached to be a model in the fashion show. "That will I have to wear?" she asked. Well, we mentioned the latest in women's sports-wear-you know, the long-waisted middy, black bloomers with long black stockings and a bonnet racket—and that we might as well stop the inquiry. It may be out of line and, besides, who would want to model it? Through Helen's infectious laughter we could barely decipher the words. "That will be a good sport. I think I would rather wear a corset than that ridiculous black bloomers!"

Those same phone calls that went through Tokuw's office prior to "Funzapoppin"—if anyone else were our boss, we'd've been fired on the spot. As you know, Jeanie Kimura was slated to model the bathing suit, but unfortunately she had had a sneak preview of it—and there she is fuming on the phone!

"Tell Tokuw I positively refuse to wear that atrocious-looking thing! Wild horses can't make me wear it! And yellow hose to boot—uhh!" "Now, Jeanie, be a sport..." "Well, then, why don't you wear it?" "Wouldn't fit in it."

"I've seen the bathing suit—and Abe Hagiwara con fit in it!"

That "intellectual air" about Gladys Ishida you know, her Ph.D. challenged us to seek her out for modeling this outrageous number. Imagine our surprise when she was agreeable to doing it, provided we couldn't possibly find anyone else. (Course we stepped looking right there.)

* * *

Perspective Yours: by Jerry Emonoto

Continued from the Preceding Page
great fun in defeat. She was actually jumping into the understandably drooping spirits of some of our raid S.F. supporters, and thereby illustrating that it takes "moxie" to lose gracefully. All of the candidates shared this attitude, and they will all support and encourage Shara's at "Changing Perspectives" at Queen Annexlage.

What Manna Was at the Beach

Modelled by world-traveler

Egypt & Me: Gladys Ishida

The last lap to hurdle was Miss Nakagawa. Would it be possible to bring all rigupped up like a flamingo flapper for the crowning of Miss National 1000 Club? "What will I have to bring?" was her response. "Just bring yourself, we'll see what's there.

Terrific sports all! And talk about sports, who can walk all decked out in tupper attire but the JACJ'er staff—Madame Nakade, Fund and Betty Iwatsuki, Kay Flei. Their costume was previously agreed upon to join in with Jeanie's performance of the Charleston, which did well considering they had but a few moments to practice before curtain time.

Acknowledgements are in order to all who participated in the overall program, to Emcee and Life Thousanders Tokuw Gordon, without whose talent and originality this home-grown variety show would not have been possible, to George Iwaski for taking over the entire music for the evening, all times from the 20s, not to Chicago Chapter 1000 Club Chairman Tom Ohaka and Esther Hajigawa for handling the reservations out. "Tom Maeda is coming," Esther called, "gotta get him in the act somewhere." Final count was a record number of 88 to the 190 Club Quarter Take­ avo, Abe, Lila Shimiduna, Mike Hagis­ awa, for their renditions of nos­ talgic song hits from the era and a soft-shoe number thrown in, a good measure... to Life Thou­ sanders Haya Mima for the ter­ rific promotional flyer and the eye-­ catching signs around the ballroom... to all who took part in the actual act and the show and the dozens who pranced down the runway. Wannabe Joe College Mike Higashihara, for his entertainment of at­ tending the act somewhere... to you, Emcee and Life Thousanders and the headline "Keep Cool with Coolidge," Ditto Atlas the Strongman (Mr. Frank Saku­ moto) in the men's version of the bathing beauty... to Chive To­ muhiko who authored the mirth-­ evoking commentary... to May Shimiduna and your better half Too for the effective makeup job on Miss Club-spt curls 'n' all... and last but not least, to your Daily Boys, for your guidance in overseeing the entire wing-ding. You and Tokuw have done a com­ mendable job in promoting that type of program traditional of 1000 Club gatherings—loads of fun, for everyone! And you can well be proud of your Chicago Chapter Thousanders, participants and ad¬ dressees alike. Not only did they recog­ nize the 1000 Club as the most vital arm of the JACL organization, but they are adhering to its very tradi­ tions—the serious and the humorous.

Gal Friday

P.S. Do you think, though, that they'll ever learn about the Order of the Tie and Garter? Abe Hagi­ sawa, Jack Ota and Dr. Bill Hiura were perpetrated by having worn conventional ties snapped off be­ fore everyone ever!

* * *

Kado's

Complete Line of Oriental Foods

Memos of a Gal Friday

Dear Boss, for your guidance in closing the 1962-63 season, we thought that you might like to know that the Ben M. Ichiyasu Co. is ready to go to the Gates and have their line of Oriental foods for you to order. They will be here from now until the end of the season. Talk to them and get them in the act somewhere.

We must thank our friends who authored the mirth-evoking commentary... to the Emcee and Life Thousanders... and the headline "Keep Cool with Coolidge," Ditto Atlas the Strongman (Mr. Frank Sankomoto) in the men's version of the bathing beauty... to Chive Tomuhiko who authored the mirth-evoking commentary... to May Shimiduna and your better half Too for the effective makeup job on Miss Club-spit curls 'n' all... and last but not least, to your Daily Boys, for your guidance in overseeing the entire wing-ding. You and Tokuw have done a commendable job in promoting that type of program traditional of 1000 Club gatherings—loads of fun, for everyone! And you can well be proud of your Chicago Chapter Thousanders, participants and audience alike. Not only did they recognize the 1000 Club as the most vital arm of the JACL organization, but they are adhering to its very traditions—the serious and the humorous.

Gal Friday

P.S. Do you think, though, that they'll ever learn about the Order of the Tie and Garter? Abe Hagi­ sawa, Jack Ota and Dr. Bill Hiura were perpetrated by having worn conventional ties snapped off be­ fore everyone ever!

* * *

Eagle Produce Co.

Banded Commodity Merchandise

Wholesale Fruits and Vegetables

929-943 S. San Pedro St., Los Angeles 15, TR 6686

Buick for '56

ASK FOR

Bill Imal

FOR THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN.

Bill Murphy Buick

9099 Washington Blvd., Culver City, Calif.

Daily 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Saturdays 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Closes Sunday

Phone: Res. 3-4148

Los Angeles 3-8151

FOR THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN.
It has been, and is being, done through the efforts of our JACL leaders, both on a national and local level, of our Japanese American community leaders, and of all of us who are proud to be Japanese Americans.

As for me, I urge you to consider joining the JACL or supporting its activities in some other way. It is through the collective efforts of all of us that we can make a difference.

Thank you for your attention. I look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
JUDGES IN JAPAN SHOULD KNOW

There are a certain number of those who believe that the judges who select the contestants must be geometrically perfect and from where the contestants come should not be taken into consideration.

There are 40,000 prospective candidates in Japan. If the officials who are running the Miss Japan contests really had decided that the contestants must be geometrically perfect and from where they come should not be taken into consideration, the judges might have been selected from a quiet mountain town unaffected with Ginza glamour.

The final candidate was chosen from other entrants who appeared from Tokyo, wholly lacked the poise and added charm needed to get into the winner's circle.

Qualifications for a beauty contest may be lacking—not that the man linotypes—one is capable of doing the job.

- In this age of specialization, there are some writers who have specialized in the wild cats. We marveled at his speed when he banged out the lines aren't long after 6 p.m. and the weather is cooler. Where the lines are long by day. A cue to future vacationists: Sunday and Feature Editors (see PC: July 12).

Continued from the Book Page

VITAL STATISTICS

Leading editors of the Japanese-American community in Los Angeles meet with officials of the American Museum of Immigration, which has been established at the Robert Moses Planetarium, to secure contributions of various nationality groups to American popu-

Los Angeles

Actor Tera Shimada, who always has interesting stories to tell, will be 90 years old in May. His is a life story that will be of interest to the younger generation.

Rereading his dreams, it must have been more than 90s deichark, his last 10 years when he was employed as a schoolboy.

Whether or not we consider the Tera Kurata family will continue to work on a ship he headed for the South But we would like to continue with the adventurer captain.

whether or not the person who is trying to get a ship is the one who is trying to find a ship. But we can get it from the one who is trying to find a ship. We can get it from the one who is trying to find a ship.

Scholarship is in Sonoma County and located near Jack London's famous "tub", the "SNARK." The SNARK was the ship which made the Japanese cook so woozy, the ship which is in Sonoma County and located near Jack London's famous "tub".

Another point is that the "tub" was the ship which made the Japanese cook so woozy.

The SNARK was the ship which made the Japanese cook so woozy, the ship which is in Sonoma County and located near Jack London's famous "tub".

We used to hear the Issei say as they pointed toward the sister island of Japan, "Boy, Garden, the small island, it's dangerous to go out there for the high seas. However, dreams of romantic adventure and zestful giving up of the Vanessa for the entertainment of his shipmate, London's famous "tub", the "SNARK.""
WASHINGTON — Masaji Marumoto, a law professor at the University of Hawaii and former Nisei Delegate to the U.S. Congress, has been confirmed by the Senate to serve as Associate Justice of the Territorial Supreme Court of Hawaii. He is the first Japanese American to be nominated to the court.

Only nominated by Senator Arthur Watkins, Republican of Utah, and confirmed by the Senate, Marumoto's appointment is expected to be confirmed by the House as well.

Of interest to Nisei

Special interest to Nisei is the probable approval of the Japanese Nisei's application for admission to the U.S. as a member of the Republican Party. This would mark the first time in history that a Nisei has been admitted to the party.
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